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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
‘Indigenous Consumers Count’ is the first report of its kind to examine consumer 
issues faced by Indigenous Western Australians and whether the current provision of 
consumer protection services adequately meets the needs of this diverse population. 
The report is based on research into the perceptions of advocates and service 
providers from organisations concerned with the needs of Indigenous Western 
Australian consumers. The research was conducted by the Consumer Protection 
Division of the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection (DOCEP) 
in 2004-05. 

The objectives of the research project were to:

• identify the main consumer issues facing Indigenous Western Australians; 
• gain an indication of the current provision of consumer protection services to 

Indigenous consumers; and
• gain feedback on proposed DOCEP initiatives in regard to Indigenous consumer 

protection.

Advocates and service providers from regional centres and the metropolitan area 
took part in in-depth interviews with DOCEP Indigenous officers. The regional 
interviews were preceded by community meetings. 

The research found that the top 12 consumer issues affecting Indigenous consumers 
(in order of importance) were in the areas of:

1 private rental;
2 discrimination;
3 public rental;
4 credit and finance;
5 debt;
6 centrelink payments;
7 lack of knowledge;
8 debt collection;
9 car purchases and repairs; 
10 financial literacy;
11 funerals; and
12 utilities (i.e. electricity, water and gas).

For regional respondents, an important consumer issue was ‘book-up’, a practice of 
providing informal credit to consumers. 

The research also found that awareness of the services that DOCEP provides through 
its call centre was almost double in the metropolitan area. In line with this finding, 
metropolitan service providers were much more likely to advise clients to use the call 
centre than regional respondents. Opinion was divided on the extent to which call 
centres were considered culturally appropriate.

Awareness of DOCEP regional offices was low and regional respondents felt this 
needed improvement. The employment of Indigenous staff was seen as an effective 
strategy to increase the profile of these offices.

Knowledge of the existence of DOCEP publications was also very low, with less than 
one-quarter of the respondents being aware of them. 
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More metropolitan than regional respondents were likely to use the DOCEP website. 
The creation of an Indigenous consumer website was supported, although there was 
some indication that the site would be more likely to be used by consumer advocates 
than Indigenous consumers themselves.

To improve DOCEP services to Indigenous consumers, strong support was 
given to the proposal of DOCEP officers attending Indigenous cultural activities 
and events. The use of media was also seen as a positive strategy, with radio, 
(particularly Indigenous radio), deemed the best media resource in both regional 
and metropolitan areas. 

The strategy for increasing consumer awareness among Indigenous Western 
Australians most favoured by respondents was the creation of an Indigenous 
consumer advocate network. 

Most Indigenous people don’t stand up for themselves.  They feel ‘shame’ 
and are too embarrassed to say anything. (Survey respondent)
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
 This report outlines the findings from research into the perceptions of advocates and 
service providers for organisations concerned with the needs of Indigenous Western 
Australian consumers. The research was conducted by the Consumer Protection 
Division of the Department of Consumer and Employment Protection (DOCEP) in 
2004-2005.

The report is divided into five sections. Section One provides an overview of the 
research, including its purpose, methodology and limitations. Section Two builds 
profiles of the respondents and their organisations. Section Three focuses on the 
most pressing issues facing Indigenous consumers in Western Australia, according to 
respondents. Section Four reports respondents’ perceived effectiveness of DOCEP’s 
current services and resources for Indigenous consumers. Section Five canvasses 
respondents on proposed initiatives for Indigenous consumers.

1.2 BACKGROUND TO RESEARCH 
At the commencement of the project, DOCEP reviewed available literature and found 
that very little had been written about Indigenous Western Australian consumers. 
Work had been done in NSW (2003) and Victoria (2003), but it was deemed that 
these findings would not be a sufficient basis for determining consumer protection 
policy in Western Australia. 

Given the limited knowledge about Indigenous Western Australian consumer issues, 
DOCEP decided to conduct its own research. This focused on the perceptions of 
advocates such as financial counsellors and community legal workers, and service 
providers such as Community Development Employment Project (CDEP) managers, 
Indigenous health workers, educators and other Indigenous community service 
providers who were working with Indigenous people, on a range of issues (not limited 
to consumer matters).

1.3 PURPOSE OF RESEARCH
The research aimed to gain a better understanding of the pressing issues and current 
provisions for Indigenous consumers.

The objectives of the research project were to:

• identify the main consumer issues facing Indigenous Western Australians; 

• gain an indication of the current provision of consumer protection services to 
Indigenous consumers; and

• gain feedback on proposed DOCEP initiatives in regard to Indigenous consumer 
protection.
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1.4 METHODOLOGY
A number of methods were used for consulting with respondents and gathering 
data, although the two main methods were face-to-face interviews and community 
meetings. An interview schedule (Appendix Two) was developed for face-to-face 
interviews. Each interview took approximately one hour to complete. The regional 
and metropolitan schedules varied slightly. Regional interviews included questions 
on the use of telecentres and regional DOCEP offices. They were conducted 
first and asked an open-ended question about the most common issues facing 
Indigenous Western Australian consumers.  After preliminary analysis of the regional 
data, the most common issues were identified and the metropolitan interviews 
changed to a rank order question based on the top 25 identified issues. Regional 
respondents were then sent the same rank order question used in metropolitan 
interviews to capture prioritisation and ensure consistent data between regional 
and metropolitan responses.

In regional settings, the interviews were preceded by community meetings. Since 
more than 60 per cent of the participants were Indigenous, these meetings were 
thought to be culturally appropriate. To go straight to business-like interviews, without 
the opportunity to meet in a more informal way, could have negatively impacted on 
the results. The meetings gave interviewers the opportunity to ‘break the ice’ and 
engage with local advocates / service providers in a free-ranging discussion with a 
two-way flow of information about DOCEP programs and consumer matters for 
Indigenous Western Australians. The meetings also enabled the recruiting of people 
for interviews, typically conducted the next day. However, not all of the people who 
attended the community meetings were interviewed, nor were all those interviewed 
present at the meetings.

1.5 ADVOCATES AND SERVICE PROVIDERS CONSULTED
As shown in Table 1, community meetings and interviews were conducted with regional 
advocates and service providers between March and July of 2004 in 13 centres across 
Western Australia. 

Table 1: 2004 DOCEP Regional Consultations

Region Date
Number of participants  
at community meetings

Number of  
interviews conducted

Bunbury 18 March 9 7

Kalgoorlie 25 March 11 10

Geraldton 21 April 11 9

Carnarvon 20 May 7 5

Roebourne 25 May 7 6

Port Hedland 26 May 7 15

Albany 6 July 10 3

Broome 19 July 4 6

Derby 21 July 4 3

Kununurra 23 July 4 9

Wyndham 26 July 5 5

Halls Creek 27 July 5 3

Fitzroy Crossing 29 July 10 8

Total 94 89
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Fifty-one advocates and service providers were interviewed in Perth and the 
wider metropolitan area between October 2004 and February 2005. A full list of 
participating workers and agencies is provided in Appendix Three.

1.6  DATA ANALYSIS
Quantitative data was coded and analysed, and qualitative data was analysed using 
thematic groupings. Where appropriate, data has been presented in chart and tabular 
forms. Quotes from respondents have been included to present key themes and capture 
‘the voice’ of respondents. Where quoted, respondents have not been identified.

Research results are presented with comparatives between regional and metropolitan 
respondents and, at times, Indigenous and non-Indigenous respondents.

1.7 LIMITATIONS
An interesting feature of the interviews was that respondents did not always respond 
to the questions put to them. Often they indicated that they did not have the authority 
to answer questions, such as those regarding an extension or addition of services to 
Indigenous consumers. 

There were also cultural reasons for interviewees’ non-responses. Some Indigenous 
people did not feel an obligation to respond to direct questions. Others were reluctant 
to speak on behalf of others. On occasions, non-Indigenous respondents were also 
reluctant to answer – especially when asked about Indigenous issues.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
Not all the survey respondents were actual providers of consumer advocacy and 
protection services to Indigenous Western Australians. In the regional areas especially, 
the interviewers sometimes had to invite participants without knowing whether their 
organisations actually provided Indigenous consumer services. It transpired that some 
did not. However, most of the interviewees not involved in the consumer field were 
Indigenous people and, even if they could not draw upon work-related experience, 
they were often willing to speak about consumer matters from a personal perspective. 
In the metropolitan phase of the interviews, there was a higher proportion of 
respondents who were directly involved with consumer matters.

Section Two builds a profile of the regional and metropolitan interviewees, otherwise 
referred to as the respondents, and of their organisations. The section gives an account 
of the respondents’ Indigenous identity, the positions they held in their organisations 
and the length of their employment. The sets of data that are the building blocks of 
this profile are by no means definitive, but they raise some interesting questions and 
topics for further investigation, which are outlined later in this section.

2.2 PROFILE OF THE RESPONDENTS 
As seen in Chart 1, the majority of people interviewed identified as Indigenous (65 per 
cent in regional areas, 60 per cent in metropolitan areas and 63 per cent in total). 

Chart 1: Profile of respondents

Identity

 Indigenous              Non-Indigenous

Pe
rc

en
ta

ge Regional

Metropolitan

Total

Whilst there was some overlapping of the positions held by Indigenous and non-
Indigenous participants, there was a noticeable tendency for non-Indigenous 
respondents to have more senior and professional roles than the Indigenous 
respondents.  As seen in Chart 2, the majority of Indigenous respondents were in non-
managerial positions (56 per cent in regional areas and 60 per cent in metropolitan 
areas), whilst the majority of non-Indigenous respondents were in managerial positions 
(76 per cent in regional areas and 90 per cent in metropolitan areas).
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Chart 2: Positions held by respondents

Area and Identity of Respondents
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Indigenous respondents held a wider range of occupations, from senior managerial 
and professional roles to positions such as labourer and cleaner. Their most frequent 
classification was ‘officer’ positions of one kind or another, such as development 
officer or employment officer, followed by ‘worker’ positions, such as family support 
worker or health worker. 

Significantly, non-Indigenous respondents occupied most of the legal and financial 
advocacy and counselling positions, which meant they were dominant in the 
organisations most geared to serve the needs of Indigenous consumers. 

2.2.1 INTERVIEWEES’ LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT
The statistics on length of employment are interesting. There was a high percentage of 
new-on-the-job workers.  Approximately 50 per cent of respondents in both regional 
and metropolitan agencies had been employed for only two years or less. 

Non-Indigenous workers had been employed slightly longer than Indigenous workers 
and, within these categories, regional workers a bit longer than their metropolitan 
counterparts. However, there was a counter trend in smaller towns such as Halls 
Creek, Fitzroy Crossing and Wyndham where Indigenous people had been employed 
longer than their non-Indigenous co-workers.
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2.3 THE RESPONDENTS’ ORGANISATIONS
There was an array of service organisations represented in the sample. Most of these 
provided more than one service, and some several. There was usually a core function, 
such as legal, financial, housing and accommodation, employment, support for people 
with special needs, linguistic and cultural, health and well-being, education and training. 
Some organisations combined legal with financial, or housing with employment and 
sometimes their organisational aims were more complex and multi-functional. 

Organisations were predominantly government-funded, with slightly more receiving 
Federal funding (27 per cent), than State funding (25 per cent). Three regional 
organisations were partly-funded by mining companies.

Table 2 provides estimates on the proportion of clients that were Indigenous in the 
organisations consulted.  As shown in the table, a significant proportion of the agencies 
consulted (55 per cent in total) estimated that Indigenous people made up 80 to 100 
per cent of their client base. The high proportion of Indigenous clientele is reflective 
of the high number of Indigenous-specific agencies that were consulted.

Table 2: Proportion of Indigenous clientele 

Proportion of Indigenous clients 
Regional
percentage

Metropolitan
percentage

Total
percentage

10% or less 4% 8% 6%

10 – 30% 0% 10% 4%

30 – 50% 6% 8% 6%

50 – 80% 18% 10% 15%

80 – 100% 60% 46% 55%

No response or Don’t know 12% 18% 14%

Total 100% 100% 100%

Although the majority of organisations primarily or exclusively assisted Indigenous 
people, not all provided assistance on consumer matters. A smaller percentage of 
regional organisations assisted Indigenous people on consumer matters (56 per cent) 
than metropolitan organisations (76 per cent). This may be because a ‘wider net’ had 
been cast in the types of organisations contacted in regional areas to ensure adequate 
representation in the sample. Legal and financial service organisations were most 
likely to provide consumer advocacy to Indigenous consumers, followed by multi-
purpose organisations.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
This section focuses on the respondents’ perceptions of the most pressing consumer 
issues for Indigenous Western Australians. In the regional survey two key questions 
were put to respondents on this topic: 

In your experience, what are the most common issues facing Indigenous 
Western Australian consumers?; and 

Can you give us specific examples of consumer issues faced by Indigenous 
Western Australians that you have assisted with? 

The first question brought a wide range of responses, which is not surprising since 
it is broad and open-ended. It was broad in two respects. Firstly, because it did not 
specify whether ‘your experience’ was to be work-related, personal or both. Secondly, 
because ‘issues’ was not defined and therefore responses were not restricted to what 
the Department, or others in the field, might normally regard as consumer issues. This 
broadness was intended as part of the qualitative approach. It was designed to explore 
what the service providers regarded as consumer matters and what they thought was 
happening in the way of consumer protection. 

Whilst these questions yielded some useful insights, the breadth of the responses was 
problematic on two counts.

1.  Some of the issues identified were outside the range of what is normally regarded 
as a consumer issue. 

2.  It was difficult to analyse and put a value on these responses. 

In response to this, DOCEP reframed the questions into a rank order format to 
produce quantitative data. Respondents were presented with a list of 25 consumer 
issues that had been identified in the regional phase as being relevant to Indigenous 
Western Australians and were asked to rank the issues in order of 1 – 10, with one 
being most problematic and ten being the least problematic. The re-worked question 
was sent to all regional respondents and used in metropolitan interviews. In all, 78 
responses were received to the ranking question.
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3.2 MOST PROBLEMATIC CONSUMER ISSUES
Respondents ranked 25 consumer issues in order of importance from 1 to 10. Scores 
were then aggregated and the total of the weighted scores for each issue is shown in 
Table 3.  As 78 people responded to this question, the highest possible score is 780.

Table 3: Overall ranking of Indigenous consumer issues

Issue Order Consumer Issue Total score (out of 780)

1 Private rental 479

2 Discrimination 443

3 Public rental 436

4 Credit & finance 354

5 Debt 311

6 Centrelink payments 295

7 Lack of knowledge 274

8 Debt collection 225

9 Car purchase & repair 219

10 Financial literacy 176

11 Funerals 174

12 Utilities 163

13 Contracts 115

14 Home buying 114

15 Banks 86

16 CDEP payments 86

17 Book-up 81

18 Public transport 64

19 Mobile phones 58

20 Other 50

21 Insurance 45

22 Product servicing & repair 43

23 Retail 27

24 Door-to-door traders 3

25 Building & construction 0

Private rental was ranked as the most problematic consumer issue, which reflects the 
extreme difficulties Indigenous people face in the private rental market. 
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Discrimination as a stand-alone item was ranked second overall. However, as revealed 
in community meetings and interviews, discrimination is embedded in many consumer 
issues, such as private and public rental, credit and finance, debt and car purchase. 
When this is taken into account, discrimination is clearly the most problematic item 
for Indigenous consumers. In a breakdown of the sample into Indigenous and non-
Indigenous respondents, discrimination was ranked first by the Indigenous respondents 
(see Table 4).

Table 4: Comparison of Indigenous and non-Indigenous rankings

Indigenous Respondent Ranking Non-Indigenous Respondent Ranking

 Order Issue Score Issue Score

1 Discrimination 277 Private rental 215

2 Private rental 255 Public rental 196

3 Public rental 239 Discrimination 162

4 Credit & finance 238 Debt 155

5 Lack of knowledge 163 Centrelink payments 142

6 Centrelink payments 151 Lack of knowledge 111

7 Debt 148 Credit & finance 106

8 Car purchase & repair 133 Utilities 94

9 Debt collection 128 Debt collection 91

10 Funerals 122 Financial literacy 89

11 Home buying 90 Car purchase & repair 79

12 Financial literacy 87 Contracts 54

13 Utilities 66 Funerals 47

14 CDEP payments 66 Banks 32

15 Contracts 61 Other 32

16 Book-up 61 Mobile phones 28

17 Banks 54 Public transport 25

18 Public transport 39 Home Buying 24

19 Insurance 39 Book-up 20

20 Mobile phones 30 CDEP payments 20

21 Product servicing & repair 24 Product servicing & repair 19

22 Retail 19 Retail 8

23 Other 18 Insurance 6

24 Door-to-door traders 1 Door to door traders 2

25 Building & construction 0 Building & construction 0
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The differences between the regional and metropolitan rankings in Table 5 are interesting. 
The biggest difference was with ‘utilities’ ranked as a higher issue by metropolitan 
respondents than regional ones. Other differences included regional respondents giving 
a higher rating to ‘book-up’, ‘insurance’ and ‘mobile phones’.

Table 5: Comparison of metropolitan and regional rankings

Metropolitan Ranking Regional Ranking

 Order Issue Score Issue Score

1 Private rental 353 Credit & finance 139

2 Discrimination 343 Private rental 126

3 Public rental 317 Lack of knowledge 122

4 Debt 239 Public rental 119

5 Centrelink payments 224 Discrimination 100

6 Credit & finance 215 Car purchase & repair 88

7 Debt collection 159 Funerals 76

8 Lack of knowledge 152 Debt 72

9 Utilities 132 Centrelink payments 71

10 Car purchase & repair 131 Debt collection 66

11 Financial literacy 119 Book-up 60

12 Funerals 98 Financial literacy 57

13 Contracts 78 CDEP payments 52

14 Home buying 78 Mobile phones 40

15 Banks 52 Insurance 39

16 Public transport 48 Contracts 37

17 Other 42 Home buying 36

18 CDEP payments 34 Banks 34

19 Book-up 21 Utilities 31

20 Mobile phones 18 Product servicing & repair 27

21 Retail 18 Public transport 16

22 Product servicing & repair 16 Retail 9

23 Insurance 6 Other 8

24 Building & construction 0 Door-to-door traders 3

25 Door-to-door traders 0 Building & construction 0
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3.3 THE 12 MOST PROBLEMATIC CONSUMER ISSUES 
Table 6 shows what the respondents identified as the top 12 consumer issues for 
Indigenous people. The comparative rankings for Indigenous and non-Indigenous, and 
metropolitan and regional respondents are also shown. Each of the top 12 issues are 
discussed in detail.

Table 6:  Top 12 Consumer issues for Indigenous people

Issue Overall Indigenous Metro Regional
Non- 
Indigenous

Private rental 1 2 1 2 1

Discrimination 2 1 2 5 3

Public rental 3 3 3 4 2

Credit & finance 4 4 5 1 7

Debt 5 7 4 8 4

Centrelink payments 6 6 5 9 5

Lack of Knowledge 7 5 8 3 6

Debt collection 8 9 7 10 9

Car purchase & repair 9 8 10 6 11

Financial literacy 10 12 11 12 10

Funerals 11 10 12 7 13

Utilities 12 13 9 19 8

3.3.1 PRIVATE RENTAL
Based on the survey findings, private rental accommodation was the most significant 
consumer issue for Indigenous people overall. In the community meetings and 
interviews, respondents often referred to the difficulties experienced by Indigenous 
people in accessing affordable (and appropriate) private rental accommodation, 
especially in regional towns with high housing costs such as Kalgoorlie, Broome and 
Kununurra. 

As an issue, private rental is intertwined with ‘discrimination’. Many of the 
interviewees complained of racism in the private rental market. One interviewee 
said: “Real estate agents make judgment calls based on race. They [think they] have a 
right to refuse people.”

The high cost of commencing a tenancy is another barrier to Indigenous consumers 
accessing the private rental market. As noted by a tenancy advocate, “even with 
[Department of Housing and Works] assistance, many Indigenous people simply cannot 
afford the bond for private rental.”

Property condition reports were also reported as being problematic. Few Indigenous 
people complete property condition reports at the beginning of their tenancy. When 
leaving, they are charged for damage that they did not do, leading to frustration and anger. 
Rental arrears and debt then hinder attempts to find alternative accommodation.

As noted by several respondents, Indigenous people tend to lack knowledge about 
basic rights, such as:

• the property owner / agent must give notice before they can inspect the property;
• the tenants are liable for damage to the property; and 
• the tenants are liable for unpaid rent if they choose to leave the property before 

the end of the tenancy.
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Maintenance is another big problem associated with both private and public rental 
accommodation. Respondents noted that many Indigenous people do not have the 
confidence to ask for repairs to their rental properties or are not aware of their right 
to ask for repairs, so they put up with sub-standard accommodation. If they do request 
maintenance, often nothing is done. For example, one person stated that her elderly 
mother had been charged $700 for excess water consumption that had been caused 
largely by leaking taps, which the property owner / agent did not fix, despite having been 
requested to do so.

Other examples of private rental issues given by respondents include: 

I worked with one young family, a couple with children, where the father was 
employed full-time as a painter. They made eight unsuccessful applications 
for tenancy, where on each occasion they were told the house had already 
been tenanted when they arrived at the office. When we applied for the 
next tenancy on behalf of the family, we were able to secure a tenancy. This 
situation is faced by the greatest percentage of Aboriginal people we have 
on our waiting list for housing.

In a private rental house the property condition report was done, but the 
tenants still had to pay for dirty walls and carpets that had been done by 
previous tenants.

I’m currently dealing with an elderly Indigenous couple (70s - 80s) who are 
housing their granddaughter and her eight children in a two bedroom unit. 
They are being evicted because of overcrowding. I don’t know what the result 
will be in this situation.

Renting houses is hard for Aboriginal people. They don’t have the same access.

3.3.2 DISCRIMINATION
Discrimination was ranked as the second highest consumer issue facing Indigenous 
Western Australians, but as explained earlier, it was so pervasive it could be 
regarded as the most problematic issue. According to respondents, discrimination 
had occurred with:

• property owners and agents refusing to rent to Indigenous people;
• caravan parks refusing to rent caravans to Indigenous people;
• security guards following Indigenous people around shops;
• Indigenous people being singled out for bag checks;
• being refused entry of Indigenous people into pubs and clubs;
• delay in services to Indigenous customers; and
• taxis refusing to pick up Indigenous people.

Respondents’ comments on discrimination include: 

Fair persons (light skinned) go to apply for housing because they have a 
better chance.

Caravan parks refuse to take Noongar people.

You can feel the racism when you are buying things.

Kids are tainted with the one brush - watched by security guards, and treated 
as though they have low intelligence.

In Bunbury a lot of people in retail treat Aboriginal people badly – give bad 
service, show rudeness.

People assume you have no money and are there to steal.

15
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3.3.3 PUBLIC RENTAL
The third ranked issue concerned public rental accommodation, which is administered 
by the Department of Housing and Works (DHW). 

Here is a sample of the problems, as noted by respondents:

Housing maintenance and repairs are delayed and poorly done, then DHW 
charges you to have them fixed.

Rent is too high, for example, seven people paying $100 each per week.

Frustration in waiting for a property – you can wait for years.

Design of houses is not appropriate for Aboriginal people’s lifestyle.

I said I would be leaving so DHW changed all the locks. I changed my mind, 
but was locked out of my house while they were still charging me rent for it. 

Homeswest practice is different from their policies -- poor maintenance and 
repair, lack of understanding of extended family. [Indigenous people] need 
suitable, purpose-built housing.

There were rips in the lino. Homeswest said they would fix it but they did not. 
Two weeks later the lady tripped on the lino, fell over (breaking her hip).

3.3.4 CREDIT AND FINANCE
Credit and finance was the fourth most problematic consumer issue for Indigenous 
Western Australians. The main problem reported about credit and finance was that 
Indigenous people do not understand the contracts they are signing, but sign anyway 
because they feel they do not have any choice in the matter. As a result, they often end 
up with very high interest rates. Problem areas identified included purchasing motor 
vehicles and ‘buy now pay later’ schemes associated with purchasing furniture and white 
goods. Indigenous people are increasingly purchasing their own homes and the credit 
finance issues are arising there too.

Advocates reported that many Indigenous people do not know how to ‘shop around’ 
for the best deal. They do not understand how interest is calculated or what will occur 
if they default on payments. When they do default, this leads to bad credit ratings, 
bankruptcy and other financial difficulties. They may have limited knowledge about 
important aspects of the Consumer Credit Code, such as the hardship provisions, the 
duty of disclosure and unjust contracts.

Here is a sample of the credit and finance problems, as noted by respondents:

An Indigenous female borrowed money from a payday lender. She paid it back 
and tried to borrow more but they said she owed just as much as she had 
borrowed in interest in a couple of weeks. She didn’t understand.

With credit for cars, furniture -- they don’t explain everything clearly. Easy to 
sign on dotted line.

One company wrote to us offering loans for cars to people on the Community 
Development Employment Project! We threw it in the bin.

People don’t fully understand how much it costs, then you end up with a bad 
credit rating. Not thinking of the consequences.
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3.3.5 DEBT 
The fifth ranked issue was debt. Many Indigenous people live close to the poverty 
line and they face debt frequently. Many of these debts stem from issues already 
discussed, such as defaulting on a car loan, rental arrears or paying for damage to 
rental properties. Debts also result from housing troubles and overcrowding. With 
many people living in one house, the utility bills are often much higher, and wear and 
tear on the property is much greater. Then, when it comes time to pay, the person 
whose name is on the lease or utility bill gets pursued and ends up in serious debt.

The following examples show how Indigenous people can get into debt:

An employed man got a personal loan, became unemployed and ended up 
on a disability pension. Car broke down. The finance company increased the 
loan to cover the repair of the car. Hot water system in house broke down and 
they got another loan. Then they came to see a financial counsellor for food 
assistance. We wondered why they weren’t paying off their loan. Their new 
loans meant they were being charged 30 per cent interest! We went through 
the commercial tribunal to do a bankruptcy claim.

People don’t realise how much they have to pay back [payday lender] and end 
up losing half their pay.  A lot of Centrelink customers got caught with that.

Finance companies give out loans too easily, and people end up with two or 
three loans.

3.3.6 CENTRELINK PAYMENTS 
Centrelink payments were often raised as a consumer issue in both community 
meetings and interviews. Respondents said that some Indigenous people did not 
understand the way the payments were calculated and some expressed concerns 
that the relationship between DHW rent calculation and Centrelink family payments 
was confusing. Most people’s issues with Centrelink seemed to focus on a lack of 
understanding of processes and forms, and Centrelink debt. Direct debit and Centrepay, 
which allow some traders to be paid out of a consumer’s Centrelink benefit before 
the money goes into the bank, were also confusing for some people because they did 
not know who was taking what.

Here is a sample of the problems, as noted by respondents:

I always get problems with ABSTUDY. If a person puts their form in at the 
wrong office it takes ages to get to ABSTUDY. 

ABSTUDY. payments not being on time, and being forfeited because people 
are too intimidated to go in and ask questions or have too much trouble with 
the forms and give up. Also not knowing who to talk to when things go wrong. 
Eg: A kid who was living away from home [entitled to a trip home under the 
‘living away from home’ ABSTUDY. payment] had his trip cancelled for failing 
to fill out the correct documents. 

Female with eight kids in care (some fostered - one was a double orphan) was 
not told about carer payment, orphan payment or child disability allowance 
Also given the wrong info from DCD and Centrelink about the child’s eligibility 
for child disability allowance. 
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3.3.7 LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
Many respondents reported that Indigenous people had a lack of knowledge of all 
consumer matters – credit, finance, banking, renting, and shopping. This could be 
summed up as a general lack of understanding of money management. This is closely 
linked with the 10th ranked item, financial literacy. 

3.3.8 DEBT COLLECTION
Some respondents suggested Indigenous people often lacked the negotiating skills 
required for dealing with debt collectors. They would often agree to pay back a 
particular sum (which they could not afford) just to get the debt collector ‘off their 
backs’. Debts associated with housing were of particular concern. Mention was made 
of the lack of awareness of the DHW debt discount scheme, which halved a former 
tenant’s debt if an agreement was made to make regular payments. 

The following is an example of the problems as noted by a respondent:

A debt collector was chasing my ex-partner for his car repayments and they 
wanted me to pay his debt. I said no and they started intimidating me and 
my family by ringing up work all the time and coming to my house. Then 
they got stuck into my sister thinking she was me. I told them that if they 
didn’t stop hassling me I was going to go to the Aboriginal Legal Service. 
Then they stopped.

3.3.9 CAR PURCHASE AND REPAIR
During interviews several stories were recounted of overly aggressive car salesmen 
signing Indigenous people up for second-hand cars of questionable quality when 
clearly the people did not have the means to make repayments. Other stories 
concerned purchasing vehicles from print publications, such as Auto Trader, without 
first checking out their roadworthiness, and purchasing cars from Perth and having 
them breakdown on the way home. There were also numerous accounts of bad repair 
jobs and overcharging for repairs.

The following is a sample of those problems, as noted by respondents:

If they [the repairers] know you are from a station owned by an Aboriginal 
corporation, when going to get motorbikes repaired for mustering, the quotes 
will be phenomenal. Ripped off.  Aboriginal corporations get more of a raw deal 
than Indigenous people individually.

A few years ago a lot of people went to Darwin.  A bloke was getting people to 
purchase cars damaged by the Katherine floods on hire purchase. I can think 
of six people but probably more. None of these people still have their cars.

I bought a car seven years ago. I got it for a good price. It had an RAC check 
with a sticker. I paid $17,000 cash for the car, took it home and three days 
later I thought I would wash it. Then I noticed that all the front tyres were 
worn out - I think they were different tyres to when I bought it. I rang the 
company and his response was “we’ll go you halves”. I went to consumer 
affairs and they followed it up. It went for another safety check but I was still 
not satisfied. I got onto consumer affairs again and they got a proper check: it 
was a problem with the car’s top plate bearing. I ended up getting it all fixed 
with no additional cost.
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3.3.10 FINANCIAL LITERACY
This issue is inter-related with several previous issues - credit and finance, debt, 
lack of knowledge and debt collection. In this context, financial literacy refers to 
managing finances, including broader issues such as superannuation, financial planning 
and investments.

Here are two examples of this issue:

One of the biggest issues is that some people are still very tribal and there 
is almost no understanding of money management. Difficult for storekeepers 
etc. because they have to try and convince people to save money. Then book-
up becomes a problem. No understanding of where the money comes from. 
Because there is no link with their own traditions, they just turn off and are 
not interested. Understanding contracts is very difficult. Don’t understand legal 
jargon etc.

English not being their first language, the people get confused. I try to explain 
to them about budgeting finance.

3.3.11 FUNERALS 
Though only ranked 11th, funerals are a crucial consumer issue for Indigenous 
people because respect for the deceased is a key aspect of Indigenous culture. Due 
to high mortality rates, many Indigenous people are under pressure to organise and 
attend funerals. Funerals are very expensive and this has led to some exploitation of 
Indigenous people by door-to-door traders selling funeral plans through direct debit 
arrangements.

The following are two examples of funeral matters reported by respondents: 

There was a case of death in custody involving a young Indigenous man. Family 
were not given information about financial assistance with funerals. Other 
information, such as help with wakes and issues with Coroner’s Court were not 
readily given either.

Some funeral directors won’t bury on Saturday afternoons, but this is often the 
most convenient time for big mobs of people to attend.

3.3.12 UTILITIES 
Many concerns were raised about utilities during interviews and community meetings. 
Western Power cards were troubling for some Indigenous consumers; Water 
Corporation debts were mentioned; phone bills were a constant source of debt; and 
high utility costs linked to overcrowding were also prominent.

Here are two examples of those problems noted by respondents:

A young Aboriginal woman who was about to have her electricity disconnected 
had a seven-month-old baby and a toddler. She phoned the company to say 
that she could not pay the entire bill but offered to pay $20.00 per week. They 
refused her offer and she ended up agreeing to pay a higher amount, which she 
simply could not afford. So when she did not pay it, they cut off her electricity. 
She was then using an extension cord from her neighbour’s house for power. 
She came to me for help. I rang the electricity company and they said she 
had agreed to the higher amount. I explained this was because she had been 
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pressured and really could not afford it. So then they agreed to the $20.00 
per week agreement, although she had to pay the additional reconnection 
fees. I also sorted out Centrepay for her and made her an appointment with 
a financial counsellor.

An elderly lady had her phone connected and Telstra kept cutting it off because 
her bill was being sent to the street address not the postal address. She kept 
ringing and kept getting charged reconnection fees. I spoke to Telstra and was 
able to sort out the problem.  Aboriginal people are unfamiliar with the process 
of complaining. They aren’t able to articulate under pressure.

3.3.13 BOOK-UP – A SPECIAL MENTION 
Book-up occurs when a trader allows a customer to take goods without immediate 
payment. Sometimes, the trader retains the person’s key card and personal identification 
number (PIN) as security. Later, when money enters the customer’s account, the trader 
withdraws the money owing by using the card and PIN, often when the customer is 
not present. During the interviews and community meetings, instances of book-up 
were reported as occurring in petrol stations, general stores, airports, clothing stores, 
food stores and taxis. 

The interviewers heard examples of traders adding money to the bill (because they 
knew the statements were not being checked), paying for one person’s bill with 
another’s money because they were related, and in some instances allowing huge bills 
to accumulate, which would take years to pay off. 

Book-up is given special mention here. The fact that it was ranked only 17th in the 
overall ranking of consumer issues might be a result of a skewing in the survey results 
towards urban-based respondents. Regional respondents ranked it 11th. Moreover, 
anecdotal evidence suggests that the more remote the community, the more book-up 
occurs. Therefore, it is likely there is much more book-up occurring than is reflected 
in this research. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section reports on the effectiveness of DOCEP’s current services and resources for 
Indigenous Western Australian consumers. It comprises responses to questions about the 
call centre, the regional offices, the website and publications for Indigenous consumers. 

4.2 THE CONSUMER PROTECTION CALL CENTRE
The DOCEP Consumer Protection call centre, otherwise known as the advice line 
is located in Perth and available 8.30am – 5.00pm Monday to Friday for all Western 
Australians to phone in queries or complaints on consumer matters, for the cost of 
a local call, state-wide. As demonstrated in Charts 3 and 4, geography plays a part in 
determining respondents’ awareness of the call centre.  Awareness was almost double 
in the metropolitan area, where 62 per cent of respondents knew of the service (Chart 
4), compared to 34 per cent in regional areas (Chart 3). 

Chart 3: Regional awareness of the call centre
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Chart 4: Metropolitan awareness of the call centre 
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In Chart 5, Indigenous and non-Indigenous respondents are compared in relation to 
their awareness of the DOCEP call centre. In both regional and metropolitan areas, non-
Indigenous people were more aware of the call centre than Indigenous people, although the 
difference was less pronounced in regional areas (53 per cent compared to 47 per cent).

Chart 5:  Awareness of call centre -  
Indigenous / non-Indigenous and metro / regional comparisons
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4.2.1 USE OF THE CALL CENTRE
As is demonstrated in Charts 6 and 7, the metropolitan respondents were nearly 
three times more likely to advise clients to use the DOCEP call centre than regional 
respondents (48 per cent compared to 17 per cent). This is likely to be linked to the 
greater awareness amongst metropolitan respondents about the call centre. In total, 
36 per cent of respondents said that they do not refer clients to the call centre, 28 per 
cent said that they did, and 36 per cent did not respond to the question.

Interestingly, of the 28 per cent of respondents that do advise clients to use the call 
centre, 75 per cent were Indigenous.

Chart 6: Do you advise clients to use the call centre? Regional respondents
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Chart 7: Do you advise clients to use the call centre? Metropolitan respondents
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Many respondents who had not given clients advice to use the call centre said that 
they didn’t know about it, or gave no answer at all. Several respondents indicated a 
preference for seeking alternative forms of advice (e.g. from a DOCEP regional office), 
the need for more appropriate forms of advice (e.g. face-to-face), and the view that 
most Indigenous clients do not feel comfortable about calling strangers by telephone. 
The latter view is interesting, given that most respondents who did refer to the call 
centre were Indigenous. 

As seen in Table 7, 29 per cent of respondents had used the DOCEP call centre 
themselves. The numbers were similar for Indigenous and non-Indigenous users.

Table 7 also shows that 22 per cent of the regional respondents had used the DOCEP 
call centre, 68 per cent of whom were Indigenous. This picture is reversed in the 
metropolitan respondents, where 40 per cent used the call centre, of which 70 per 
cent were non-Indigenous. 

Twenty-seven per cent of regional respondents and 30 per cent of metropolitan 
respondents said they had not used the call centre.  A total of 51 per cent regional 
and 30 per cent metropolitan respondents did not answer the question. 
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Table 7: Respondents’ use of DOCEP call centre

Have you used the  
call centre yourself? Total

Regional  
responses

Metropolitan 
responses

Yes (Indigenous) 14% 15% 12%

Yes (non-Indigenous) 15% 7% 28%

No 28% 27% 30%

No response 43% 51% 30%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Chart 8 shows how useful the respondents found the call centre. Forty-six per cent 
found the call centre useful, 18 per cent did not, 13 per cent said the service was ‘okay’ 
and 23 per cent chose not to respond.

Chart 8: How useful was the DOCEP call centre?
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4.2.2 IS THE CALL CENTRE CULTURALLY APPROPRIATE 
 FOR INDIGENOUS PEOPLE? 

In exploring the cultural appropriateness of call centre services for Indigenous people, 
the pattern of responses from regional and metropolitan respondents was very 
similar, with the majority finding it inappropriate. As seen in Table 8, 45 per cent of 
regional and 52 per cent of metropolitan respondents thought that the call centre was 
not culturally appropriate. A significant proportion of people did not respond to this 
question (40 per cent in total), and a small number (7 per cent) indicated that it might 
be okay for some, but not for others. Reasons given for the cultural inappropriateness 
of call centres are outlined in Chart 9. 

Table 8: Is the DOCEP call centre culturally appropriate?

Is the CC culturally appropriate  
for Indigenous people? 

Regional  
Respondents

Metropolitan 
Respondents Total

Yes 5% 8% 6%

No 45% 52% 47%

Ambivalent response 5% 10% 7%

No response 45% 30% 40%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

The most common reasons given for why call centres were not appropriate included:
• people would rather talk to an Indigenous operator;
• call centres were too complicated / confusing; and
• communication difficulties were experienced.
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Chart 9: Reasons why call centres are not appropriate for Indigenous people
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There were few differences between regional and metropolitan respondents in the 
reasons given. Lack of access to telephones and the cost of calls was more of an issue 
in regional areas.

4.3 REGIONAL DOCEP OFFICES
The questions on regional offices were put to regional respondents only. The service 
providers living in or near towns where DOCEP offices were located were more aware 
of their presence and more likely to have accessed them. There was a surprisingly low 
level of general awareness about the offices prior to the community meetings. 

As is demonstrated in Chart 10, 60 per cent of regional respondents were not 
aware that DOCEP had regional offices. Of those who were aware, 52 per cent were 
Indigenous and 48 per cent were non-Indigenous.

Chart 10: Awareness of DOCEP regional offices
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More than one-quarter of respondents (28 per cent) were able to name the location 
of their local DOCEP office and 26 per cent knew someone who worked at the office. 
Twenty-eight per cent of respondents had contacted their regional office, suggesting 
that those respondents who knew of the regional DOCEP office had used the services 
available.  Approximately half of those who had contacted the office were Indigenous.

The main reasons respondents had for contacting the regional office were: customer 
issues (64 per cent), registering a business (16 per cent) and personal reasons (8 per 
cent). Approximately 12 per cent of respondents did not disclose their reason for 
contacting the office. Most people were happy with their experience contacting a 
regional office. Only one person said that it was not a positive experience and three 
declined to comment.
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4.3.1 COMMENTS ABOUT DOCEP REGIONAL OFFICES
A total of 30 people responded to a question asking them if they had any comments 
about DOCEP regional offices. Eight of the 30 responses were positive, pertaining mostly 
to the quality of service, including one about the office being in a good location. The other 
22 comments were criticisms of one type or another, as is demonstrated in Chart 11. 

The most frequent comments related to the profile and location of regional offices, 
followed by suggestions that more Aboriginal staff be employed and more resources 
be allocated to regional offices.

Chart 11: Comments about DOCEP regional offices
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4.4 DOCEP WEBSITE
Table 9 shows respondents’ awareness of the DOCEP website. In total, 48 per cent 
were aware of the website, with metropolitan respondents being more aware (60 per 
cent) than regional respondents (40 per cent).

Table 9: Respondents’ awareness of the DOCEP website

Are you aware that there is consumer 
information on the DOCEP website? Regional Metropolitan Total

Yes (Indigenous) 22% 18% 21%

Yes (non-Indigenous) 18% 42% 27%

No 53% 36% 46%

No response 7% 4% 6%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

Table 10 indicates that whilst 48 per cent of respondents were aware of the DOCEP 
website, only 29 per cent reported that they had used or seen the site. Usage was 
more than double in metropolitan respondents (44 per cent compared to 18 per cent 
in regional respondents). The overall ratio of Indigenous to non-Indigenous people 
using the website was about 2 to 1. This ratio was higher in metropolitan areas and 
lower in regional areas. 
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Table 10: Respondents’ use of the DOCEP website

Have you seen or used the website? Regional Metropolitan Total

Yes (Indigenous) 9% 10% 9%

Yes (non-Indigenous) 11% 34% 20%

No 34% 46% 38%

No response 46% 10% 33%

TOTAL 100% 100% 100%

In keeping with the small number of Indigenous people who had accessed or knew 
of the DOCEP website, there was not a big response to the question about its 
cultural appropriateness. Of those who did answer this question, the overwhelming 
response was that the website was not culturally appropriate for Indigenous people. 
The reasons given by regional and metropolitan respondents for why the site was 
not culturally appropriate were that it was too hard to access, difficult to navigate 
and not user-friendly.

4.5 PUBLICATIONS
The level of awareness of existing DOCEP publications was low for both regional 
and metropolitan respondents. As seen in Charts 12 and 13, only 16 per cent of the 
regional group and 22 per cent of the metropolitan group said they were aware of 
DOCEP publications.

The two books, Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up and When the Repo Man Comes, were the 
publications most often cited by both groups of respondents, and the most common 
way they had come to know about them was through their professional organisations, 
especially in the case of the financial counsellors. 

Chart 12: Regional awareness of current DOCEP publications
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Chart 13: Metropolitan awareness of current DOCEP publications
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Ten of the 14 regional respondents who were aware of DOCEP publications answered 
the question about usefulness of the publications to clients, with eight finding them useful 
and only one not (with no reason given). The result for metropolitan respondents was 
similar, with only seven responding to this question, five affirmative and two negative – 
the latter tied to the alleged unsuitability of the publications for urban Indigenous people, 
especially Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up because book-up is not a metropolitan issue.

4.5.1 ‘GOOD BOOK-UP BAD BOOK-UP’ AND  
 ‘WHEN THE REPO MAN COMES’

There was a mixed response as to whether the two books Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up and 
When the Repo Man Comes were effective and culturally appropriate. Many respondents, 
especially in the regional group, approved of the books; but, since most of them had not 
yet looked at the books carefully, this was tentative praise. 

As seen in Table 11, in the regional sample, 40 per cent said Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up 
looked good at a glance, eight per cent were unreserved in their praise, and six per cent 
were not sure. On the negative side, 11 per cent thought the level of literacy was too 
demanding for Indigenous consumers and two per cent thought it was too Eurocentric 
and patronising. Thirty-three per cent did not respond. 

In the metropolitan group, just over one-third (38 per cent) thought that the publication 
was good, or good at a glance, with another 10 per cent saying that it was easy to read 
and the pictures were good. Whilst only one person was overtly negative about Good 
Book-Up, Bad Book-Up, 18 per cent thought it was too wordy and needed more pictures, 
eight per cent noted its unsuitability for urban dwellers, and two per cent had other 
minor criticisms. 

Table 11: Feedback on Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up

Is Good book-up, Bad book-up effective and culturally appropriate? Regional Metropolitan

Yes 8% 16%

Reserved praise / good at a glance 40% 22%

Unsure 6% -

Literacy level too demanding 11% -

Too Eurocentric / patronising 2% -

Too wordy – needs more pictures - 18%

Easy to read - 4%

Pictures were good - 6%

Unsuitable for urban dwellers - 8%

Totally negative response - 2%

Other responses - 4%

No response 33% 20%

TOTAL 100% 100%

Responses to the second publication, When the Repo Man Comes were similar. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION
This section examines DOCEP’s proposed new initiatives. The first two parts of the 
questionnaire invited service providers to comment on some proposed ways of 
DOCEP promoting its image and using the media to advertise its services. The other 
questions looked at how DOCEP might develop new and more effective services for 
Indigenous Western Australian consumers. 

5.2 PROMOTING DOCEP 
Respondents were asked about the idea of DOCEP attending Indigenous cultural 
events to promote consumer protection. As is demonstrated in Charts 13 and 14, 
both metropolitan and regional respondents overwhelmingly agreed that DOCEP 
would be welcomed at Indigenous cultural events.

Chart 13: DOCEP welcome at Indigenous cultural events -  
Regional respondents
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Chart 14: DOCEP welcome at Indigenous cultural events -  
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Respondents were also asked about the effectiveness of giving away useful everyday 
items that contain DOCEP contact numbers, such as calico bags and water bottles. 
In the regional phase of the research, which occurred first, respondents were asked 
whether it would be useful and appropriate for DOCEP to develop Indigenous-specific 
promotional material. Given the response was overwhelmingly high, DOCEP decided 
to commence development and design immediately, rather than wait to see what 
metropolitan respondents thought. This enabled the interviewers to take products to 
the metropolitan interviews. 

DOCEP now have a range of Indigenous-specific products including calico bags, water 
bottles, bookmarks, magnets, rulers, notepads, highlighters and pens.

These products, which use Indigenous colours and design to appeal to Indigenous 
consumers, provide consumer information including the call centre phone number 
and email address.

5.3  USING MEDIA FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES
When asked whether DOCEP should use the media to promote its services to 
Indigenous consumers, respondents were overwhelmingly positive. When asked what 
media resources should be used, in both the metropolitan and regional samples, radio was 
nominated as the most effective resource, followed by television, then the newspapers. 

As seen in Chart 15, 75 per cent of the regional respondents thought Indigenous 
radio was the best way to get the DOCEP message across. This was lower in the 
metropolitan sample at 42 per cent. 

Chart 15: Best media resources to use
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5.4  INDIGENOUS CONSUMER WEBSITE 
Respondents were asked whether or not it was a good idea to create an Indigenous 
consumer website. As seen in Chart 16, 68 per cent of regional respondents and 60 
per cent of metropolitan respondents said ‘yes’ without reservation and a further 27 
per cent and 16 per cent respectively gave conditional approval. Only three people 
in total (two per cent) said it was not a good idea and five per cent did not respond. 
The main doubts for those in the conditional category for both groups were about 
Indigenous people having access to computers and sufficient computer literacy.
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Chart 16: Indigenous consumer website approval
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In total, 48 per cent of regional respondents and 36 per cent of metropolitan respondents 
had no doubt that Indigenous consumers would use the website. Sixteen percent of 
regional and 26 per cent of metropolitan respondents doubted that consumers would 
use the site and the remainder (7 per cent in total) did not respond. 

Whilst opinion on whether or not Indigenous consumers would use the site was 
divided, there was overwhelming agreement that service providers and consumer 
advocates would use it. In both regional and metropolitan groups, 94 per cent said 
that the site would be used by workers and 6 per cent were uncertain – no one said 
that the site would definitely not be used. General feedback and suggestions about an 
Indigenous consumer website included:

• keep the website simple, easy to read and easy to navigate;
• use minimal text and lots of pictorial / graphic material; and 
• use Indigenous colours, art emblems and identities to make it attractive. 

5.5 PROPOSED PUBLICATIONS
Respondents were asked whether three proposed publications for Indigenous 
consumers (on residential tenancies, credit and buying second-hand cars) were 
needed, and invited suggestions on what should be included in each. Service providers 
were very responsive and positive towards this proposal. In response to a question 
about need, 97 per cent of regional respondents and 84 per cent of metropolitan 
respondents supported the need for the three publications, as demonstrated in 
Charts 17 and 18.

Chart 17: Feedback on proposed publications - Regional
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Chart 18: Feedback on proposed publications - Metropolitan
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When asked what other publications may be useful for Indigenous consumers, a range 
of topics were suggested, as outlined in Table 12.

Table 12: Suggestions for publications

Regional Suggestions
(Frequency of response)

Metropolitan Suggestions
(Frequency of response)

Intellectual property - to protect Indigenous cultural 
knowledge from being appropriated (7) Discrimination and racism (5)

Consumers’ rights in retail (6) Mobile phones (4)

Discrimination (4) Centrelink (4)

Hire purchase (3) Debt (3)

Retail (3)

Indigenous study grants (3)

Funerals (3)

A total of 86 per cent of regional respondents and 90 per cent of metropolitan 
respondents stated that they would be happy to assist with the distribution of DOCEP 
publications. However, most organisations (78 per cent of regional and 76 per cent 
of metropolitan) indicated that they had limited room to store DOCEP publications.

 5.6 BUILDING A NETWORK OF COMMUNITY  
 ADVOCATES

Prior to conducting the survey, DOCEP was mindful of Indigenous consumers’ reluctance 
to access mainstream services, such as the call centre, and the need for alternatives. One 
idea was to set up a network of advocates who could act for Indigenous consumers. 
However, the surveying of this proposal was problematic for at least two reasons. Firstly, 
at the time of conducting the research, the interviewers were not sure how the network 
might work and therefore could not be specific. Secondly, the interviewers had no idea 
what level of funding would be available to support such an initiative and therefore 
could not make any promises about what would happen.  As a consequence, there was a 
necessary vagueness in the questions and a degree of wariness in the responses. Despite 
this, as is demonstrated in Chart 19, both regional and metropolitan respondents highly 
favoured the establishment of such a network. 
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Respondents were then asked about creating a database of consumer advocates 
that DOCEP staff could access and use to refer consumers to for advice. Regional 
respondents were more supportive of this idea than metropolitan respondents – 65 
per cent of regional respondents supported the idea with another 20 per cent giving 
reserved support, compared to 50 per cent and 26 per cent respectively for metropolitan 
respondents. Metropolitan organisations were more willing to be included on the 
database. This is possibly due to the fact that in the metropolitan sample, organisations 
that already provided similar services, such as financial counsellors, were targeted. In the 
regional sample however, the types of organisations varied, due to the limited number of 
organisations in each town. Another reason for reluctance was that many people who 
were interviewed did not feel they had the authority to answer this question on behalf 
of their organisation and so gave a conditional or reserved response.

Chart 19: Support for a consumer advocate database
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When asked what resources would be needed for organisations to carry out the role 
of a DOCEP advocate, as part of a consumer advocate network, responses varied, as 
shown in Chart 20. Information, office equipment and training were the most common 
answers given by regional respondents, whilst metropolitan respondents focused on 
training, funding for additional staff and information.

Chart 20: Resources required for consumer advocate network
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5.7 FURTHER COMMENTS 
The final question asked of respondents was: “Do you have any further comments 
or ideas about how we can improve consumer protection for Indigenous Western 
Australians?” Like many of the questions in the interviews, it allowed for varied 
interpretation. Most responses had to do with promotion, education, effective 
action and adapting the services of DOCEP to Indigenous people (i.e. employing 
Indigenous staff).

Some of the responses from regional respondents included:

You’re on the right track. Educate – spread the word. Spend your money on 
doing the work, not on research. Further education and training is needed for 
DOCEP employees in regional offices.

Employ Indigenous people in regions to promote consumer awareness. Word 
of mouth is best. We also need more networking between Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal agencies.

Employ Aboriginal people. Get people in to deal with consumer problems at the 
local level. Aboriginal people don’t like talking on the phone to whitefellas—
they need someone they can relate to.

Train local Aboriginal people to be consumer advocates, We need face-to-face 
first, then publications. Be proactive. Talk to people in the community. Get local 
agencies to organise your meetings, not from Perth. You need to develop local 
partnerships.

This is long overdue. Concentrate on educating community and Aboriginal 
agencies. Two Indigenous people are not enough to service the whole state. You 
need more money, resources and people.

Clamp down on scams. You need harsher penalties. Landlords and real estate 
agents are practising discrimination and they should be punished.

5.8 SUMMARY
Whilst the proposals explored in this report were only tentative and without funding 
commitment, and some respondents were understandably cautious in expressing 
their commitment, there was high degree of responsiveness and support for their 
general intent. This optimism and commitment was also imbued in responses to the 
last, open-ended question inviting suggestions on how DOCEP could help Indigenous 
consumers. The level of goodwill, and insight reflected in these suggestions was very 
encouraging. 
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APPENDIX ONE:  ACRONYMS
DOCEP Department of Consumer and Employment Protection

DHW Department of Housing and Works

DCD Department of Community Development

CDEP Community Development Employment Projects

APPENDIX TWO:  INTERVIEW FORMAT
CONSUMER PROTECTION FOR INDIGENOUS WESTERN AUSTRALIANS

NETWORKING SURVEY SHEET

Organisation Name: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Interviewee Name: ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Position: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Address: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Phone Number:........................................................................................................  Fax:  ............................................................................................................................

Advice Line:........................................................................................................................Mb:  ............................................................................................................................

Email Address:............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Website: ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

MEETING / INTERVIEW:

Type of meeting: face to face  telephone 

Has consent been given to record the interview? Yes  No 

Date of meeting: ...............................................................................   Meeting time:  

Interviewers name:.......................................................................   Meeting venue:  

ABOUT YOUR ORGANISATION:

1.  What does your organisation do? 

2.  How long has your organisation been operating? 

3.  How many people does your organisation employ? 

4.  Does your organisation receive any state or federal funding? 

5.  What geographic area does your organisation service? 

6.  Does your organisation assist Indigenous Western Australians on consumer 
protection issues? 

7.  If yes, what sort of issues do you mainly deal in? 

8.  If yes, what proportion of your clientele is Indigenous?

ABOUT YOU:

9.  What is your position in your organisation? 

10.  How long have you worked at this organisation? 

11.  Have you had any experience dealing with Indigenous consumer issues? 

12.  Do you identify as or are you recognised as an Indigenous Australian?

13.  Have you ever received any cross-cultural awareness training?
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14.  If not, please go to question 18. If so, when was the training?

15.  What organisation provided you with the cross-cultural training? 

16. Can you remember who facilitated the training? 

17. Do you think the cross-cultural awareness training was beneficial to your 
position as a community advocate? 

INDIGENOUS WESTERN AUSTRALIAN CONSUMERS: 

18. In your experience, what are the most common issues facing Indigenous 
Western Australian consumers?

19. Can you give us specific examples of consumer issues faced by Indigenous 
Western Australians that you have assisted with?

DOCEP CALL CENTRE:

20. Are you aware that there is a DOCEP call centre where people can phone 
in for free consumer protection advice? 

21. Have you advised any Indigenous consumers to use the call centre?

22. If yes, what was it in relation to?

23. If no, why not? 

24. Have you ever used the call centre for your own purposes or on behalf of 
a client?

25. If yes, did you find the operator helpful?

26. Do you think the call centres are culturally appropriate for Indigenous 
Western Australians? 

DOCEP WEBSITE: 

27. Are you aware that there is consumer information on the DOCEP website?

28. Do you know what the website address is? 

29. Have you seen / used the website?

30. Do you think the website is culturally appropriate for Indigenous Western 
Australians and do you think they use the website? 

31. We are considering developing a website for Indigenous Western 
Australians and community advocates to be able to access Indigenous 
specific consumer information and to be able to download publications 
which we develop. Do you think this is a good idea? 

32. Do you think Indigenous consumers would use such a service? 

33. Do you think Indigenous consumer advocates would use such a service? 

34. Do you have any comments or ideas in relation to such a website? 

DOCEP PUBLICATIONS:

35. Are you aware of current DOCEP publications for Indigenous consumers?

36. If so, which?

37. How did you hear about them?

38. Have your clients found these publications useful?
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39. Do you think these publications are effective and culturally appropriate 
and do you have any comments about these publications? 

(a) Good Book-Up, Bad Book-Up: 

(b) When the Repo Man Comes: 

(c) Don’t Get Tricked Poster

40.  We are planning to produce a number of new publications specifically for 
Indigenous Western Australians in the areas of residential tenancy, credit 
and buying second hand vehicles. Do you think there is a need for such 
publications and do you have any suggestions for what we should include 
in the publications? 

(a) Residential Tenancies: 

(b) Credit: 

(c) Buying Second Hand Cars: 

40.  Do you think any other publications would be useful? If so, on what? 

CULTURAL EVENTS:

41. DOCEP is considering attending local cultural events such as NAIDOC 
week celebrations and local agricultural shows to promote consumer 
protection. Do you think we would be welcomed at cultural events as 
DOCEP representatives? 

42.  Are there any cultural events coming up in your area that you think we 
would be able to attend to hand out information?

INDIGENOUS PACKS:

43. DOCEP is considering developing Indigenous consumer packs to distribute 
at cultural events. Our idea is to have the packs in calico bags, with the call 
centre number across it, as well as some Indigenous art and perhaps a slogan 
about consumer protection. Inside the bag we would like to have water 
bottles, again with the call centre number, Indigenous art and slogan, possibly 
pens and magnets and then a range of publications which are relevant to 
Indigenous consumers. We have envisaged making all merchandise in colours 
that represent the Aboriginal flag (i.e. red, yellow and black). 

 Please comment on these ideas:

(a) Calico Bags 

(b) Water Bottles 

(c) Use of colours red, yellow & black 

(d) Use of Indigenous artwork 

(e) Other ideas & design features 

44. Can you suggest a possible slogan for Indigenous consumers that we can 
use on the bag, water bottles and in publications? This may relate to a 
specific problem such as tenancy or retail or may be general. 

TELECENTRES: (ONLY ASKED TO REGIONAL RESPONDENTS)

45. Are you aware of the “Telecentres” that operate in major regional centres 
around WA? If no, go to question 49. If yes, have you ever used a Telecentre?

46. Which Telecentre did you use and why did you use it? 

47. Do Indigenous people use Telecentres?
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48. Are the Telecentres a culturally appropriate resource agency for Indigenous 
Western Australians?

INDIGENOUS COMMUNITY NETWORKING:

49.  DOCEP is planning to create a network of community advocates that can 
assist Indigenous Western Australians in accessing consumer information 
and complaining about consumer problems. Do you think this is a good idea? 

50. Would your organisation be willing to distribute consumer protection 
information to Indigenous Western Australians?

51. Would your organisation be willing to refer Indigenous clients to DOCEP?

52. Do you have space to house and display publications and posters on 
Indigenous consumer issues? 

53. We are considering making the database of Indigenous advocates available 
to DOCEP call centre staff so that if an Indigenous person from your area 
calls in with a consumer issue, they will be given an organisation’s contact 
details so that they can help them with writing letters and filling in DOCEP 
complaint forms. Do you think this idea is workable? Do you have any other 
comments or suggestions on how this networking idea would work? 

54. Would your organisation be willing to be included on such a database? 

55. What resources do you think such organisations would need to be equipped 
with if they were to take on the role of an official DOCEP advocate? 

56. Can you suggest any other organisations that we should include on this 
database? 

DOCEP REGIONAL OFFICES:

57. Are you aware that there are regional DOCEP offices?

58. Do you know where your closest DOCEP office is? 

59. Do you know anyone who works in your local office? 

60. Have you ever contacted a DOCEP office, apart from the call centre? 

61. If so, what was it in regard to?

62. Was it a positive experience?

63. Do you have any comments about the Regional DOCEP offices? 

MEDIA:

64. DOCEP plans to publicise and promote Indigenous consumer awareness 
through the use of media. Do you think this is a good idea? 

65. Can you give us any suggestions on what media resources should be used?

66. Are you aware of any local Indigenous media outlets used by local Indigenous 
people in your area where we can promote consumer protection to 
Indigenous Western Australians? 

ANY OTHER COMMENTS:

67. Do you have any further comments or ideas about how we can improve 
consumer protection of Indigenous Western Australians? 

Thank you for your time and ideas. 
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APPENDIX THREE: 
PARTICIPATING ORGANISATIONS 

REGIONAL

Department of Community Development, Collie
Murchison Region Aboriginal Corp.
Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Inc. 
Pilbara Community Legal Service 
Nirrumbuk Aboriginal Corp. 
Bloodwood Tree Association Inc. 
Midwest Development Commission 
Geraldton Regional Aboriginal Medical Service 
Yamatji Land and Sea Council 
Centrelink, South Hedland 
Department of Indigenous Affairs, South Hedland 
Mullewa Economic Employment Development Aboriginal Corp.
Department of Housing and Works, Derby  
Wangki Yupurnanupurru Radio Station  
Department of Indigenous Affairs, Broome  
Noongar Economic Employment Development  Aboriginal Corp.  
Geraldton Resource Centre  (Indigenous Women’s Outreach) 
Goldfields Community Legal Centre 
Curtin University  
Djenang Kwop Designs (CDEP)  
Job Futures, Wyndham  
Kimberley Community Legal Services Inc.  
Nindillingarri Cultural Health Centre  
Pilbara TAFE, Pundulmurra Campus  
Goldfields Commonwealth Carer Respite Centre
South West Development Commission  
Department of Education and Training, Bunbury 
Department of Education and Training, Kalgoorlie
Wangka Maya Pilbara Aboriginal Language Centre 
Southern Public Health 
Geraldton Resource Centre  
Pilbara Population Health  
Home and Community Care  
Kimberley College of TAFE, Wyndham  
Ngarluma Yindjibarndi Foundation Ltd.  
Yura Yungi Aboriginal Medical Service  
Emama Gnuda Aboriginal Corp.  
Kimberley Community Legal Services Inc.  
Gawooleng Yawooden Aboriginal Corp.  
Carnarvon Medical Service Aboriginal Corp.  
Department of Education and Training, Broome 
Agencies for South West Accommodation  
Ngarliyarndu Bindirri (CDEP)  
Pilbara Aboriginal Chamber of Commerce  
Ngnowar Aerwah Aboriginal Corp.  
South West Regional Colleges of TAFE  
Wunan House, Kununurra 
Financial Advocacy Relief Agency  
Piyarli Yardi Aboriginal Corp.  
Kimberley College of TAFE, Fitzroy Crossing 
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Fitzroy Crossing District High School  
Port Hedland Regional Aboriginal Corp.  
Warangarri Resource Centre, Kununurra  
Kuwinywardu Aboriginal Resource Unit  
Bega Garnbirringu Health Service  
Mamabulanjin Resource Centre, Broome  
Department of Housing and Works, Derby  
Karrayili Adult Education Centre Aboriginal Corp.  
Nindillingarri Cultural Health Centre  
Department of Community Development, Kalgoorlie
Department of Education and Training, Geraldton 
Goolarri Media Enterprises, Broome 
Kimberley Aboriginal and Cultural Centre  
Yandeena Family Support Centre, Roebourne 
Wangkanyi Ngurra Tjurta Aboriginal Corp. 
Puranyangu Rangka Kerrem Media  
Ngunga Womens Group, Derby  
Department of Community Development, Wyndham 
Anglicare WA, Albany Women’s Centre  
Kimberley Population Health  
Upurl Upurlila Ngurratja Inc.  
Centrelink Agent, Roebourne  
Carnarvon Aboriginal Corp. (CDEP)  
City of Albany  
Warangarri Resource Centre, Kununurra 
Ngarluma Yindjibarndi Foundation Ltd. 

METROPOLITAN

Ruah Community Services  
City of Cockburn  
Yahnging Aboriginal Corp.  
Youth Legal Service 
Aboriginal Hostels LTD  
Perth Economic Employment Development Aboriginal Corp. 
School of Indigenous Studies, UWA  
Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service  
National Network of Indigenous Women’s Legal Service  
Aboriginal Legal Service of WA Inc.  
Tenants Advice Service Inc.  
Midland Information, Debt and Legal Advice Service Inc.
Elizabeth Hansen Autumn Centre, Derbarl Yerrigan Health Service 
ATSIC Gabrielle Whiteley Anawin Refuge for Aboriginal Women
Southcare Inc.  
Communicare 
Centrecare, Lockridge  
ATSIC  
Department of Community Development  
BJL Connecting Communities  
Sussex Street Community Law Service  
Gosnells Community Legal Centre  
Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre 
East Metro Community Housing Assoc.  
Women’s Law Centre  
Donnybrook CDEP  
City of Fremantle  
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Jacaranda Community Centre  
Centrelink  
Yahnging Aboriginal Corp.  
Armadale Information & Referral Service  
Perth Economic Employment Development Aboriginal Corp. 
Gosnells Community Legal Centre  
Peel Community Legal Centre
Metro Community Housing Assoc.  
Northern Suburbs Community Legal Centre  
Aboriginal Legal Rights Movement  
Noongar Alcohol & Substance Abuse Service (N.A.S.A.S)
Armadale Information & Referral Service 
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Department of Commerce
Consumer Protection Division
Advice Line 1300 30 40 54 
(for the cost of a local call statewide) 
8.30 – 5.00pm weekdays

Gordon Stephenson House 
Level 2/140 William Street 
Perth Western Australia 6000

Locked Bag 14 Cloisters Square  
Western Australia  6850  
Administration: (08) 6251 1400 
Facsimile: (08) 6251 1401 
National Relay Service: 13 36 77

Website: www.commerce.wa.gov.au 
Email: consumer@commerce.wa.gov.au

Regional offices 
Goldfields/Esperance (08) 9026 3250 
Great Southern (08) 9842 8366 
Kimberley (08) 9191 8400 
Mid-West (08) 9920 9800 
North-West  (08) 9185 0900 
South-West (08) 9722 2888

This publication is available on request in other 
formats to assist people with special needs.

D
P
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nline

http://www.facebook.com/ConsumerProtectionWesternAustralia
http://twitter.com/ConsumerWA
http://www.linkedin.com/in/consumerprotectionwa
http://www.youtube.com/ConsumerProtectionWA
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